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Tennant Floor Scrubbers

Floor Scrubbers use water and NanoClean® Technology to remove debris from floor surfaces. Choose from walk-behind and rider scrubber equipment, disc or cylindrical brushes, and swap out heads for your unique job. Learn about unique Tennant technologies that help you reduce chemical and water use.

When your floors require frequent, thorough and hygienic scrubbing, dependable Tennant floor scrubbers will help you keep your facility looking its best. Choose the high-quality construction of Tennant scrubbers, designed to stand up to the harshest — and handle the most delicate — environments. In addition to manufacturing top-tier machines and pioneering cleaning innovations, Tennant is your trusted partner for parts, supplies and service. See how Tennant will keep you consistently cleaning and contact a Tennant representative for a live demonstration or for help customizing a floor scrubber machine with your exact features and specifications.

Whether you need a walk-behind scrubber or a ride-on scrubber, the Tennant brand stands for a dependable, long-lasting machine with time-tested components. Take your scrubbing performance to the next level when you add on innovative, industry-leading cleaning technologies that minimize water use and diminish — or eliminate — the need for detergents so you can maintain a safer, eco-friendlier facility.

Advantages of Tennant Floor Scrubbers

- Reduce detergent and water use with scrubbers featuring ec-H2O™ cleaning technology.
- Conquer more soils with the next generation of ec-H2O NanoClean®. ec-H2O NanoClean creates millions of microscopic nanobubbles that promote cleaning effectiveness.
- Use a fraction of the cleaning solution and less water with Tennant’s FaST® Foam-activated Scrubbing Technology.
- Extend scrubbing time while decreasing water consumption and detergent use with ES® Extended Scrubbing Technology.

T350 Stand-On Floor Scrubber

Clean a variety of hard floor surfaces consistently, even in obstructed spaces, with the efficient and maneuverable T350 Stand-On Scrubber.

High productivity rates and great maneuverability make this stand-on scrubber an ideal choice for large or obstructed spaces. Choose Tennant technologies like the ec-H2O NanoClean® system and Smart-Fill™ automatic battery watering for added benefits.

Reduce the risk of slip-and-fall accidents and ensure soils are removed from the floor with optimized squeegee design and recovery system.
T300 / T300e Walk-Behind Floor Scrubbers
Clean virtually any hard surface, including porous stone, grout and finished concrete with the Tennant T300 / T300e High Performance Walk-Behind Floor Scrubbers. Keep every area of your facility clean and well-maintained with an affordable, battery-powered, walk-behind floor scrubber designed for versatility. And, when you add Tennant’s innovative ec-H2O NanoClean™ technology, you’ll use electrically converted water to clean effectively, save money, and reduce environmental impact compared to daily floor cleaning chemicals.

Spend less on training and clean more efficiently with a multi-surface cleaning machine and concrete floor scrubber that provides optimal down pressure and RPM.

T1 Walk-Behind Micro Scrubber
Thoroughly and effortlessly clean hard floors in forward and reverse with the highly maneuverable and ergonomic T1 Walk-Behind Micro Scrubber. The 15 in / 380 mm cleaning path on this compact scrubber easily fits through entryways, checkout aisles and other confined spaces for inspection-ready facilities.

Thoroughly and effortlessly clean small, confined spaces with a 15 in / 38 cm cleaning path, 33 pounds of down pressure and 1200 rpm brush speed.

Reduce the risk of mold and odors with the walk-behind scrubber’s easy-to-clean, removable Hygenic® solution and recovery tanks. Improve operator comfort and cleaning flexibility with the Insta-Adjust™ handle, which allows operators to instantaneously adjust the handle during cleaning, and ergonomic grips.

T7 Micro Ride-On Floor Scrubber
Clean both large areas and tight spaces easily with a floor scrubber designed for greater efficiency and less environmental impact. The T7 Micro Ride-On Floor Scrubber uses innovative Tennant technologies such as optional ec-H2O NanoClean™ technology to reduce the amount of detergent and water needed.

Reduce water and detergent use with ec-H2O NanoClean® or FaST® technologies, exclusive to Tennant T7 and other Tennant scrubbers. Maintain a consistent clean with features that ensure streak-free floors and cleaner operation.

Reduce occurrence of bacteria, mold and odors with easy-to-clean tanks. Save detergent and greatly reduce water use with innovative technologies developed by Tennant.
Tennant Floor Sweepers
Control Dust and Debris with a Tennant Indoor or Outdoor Sweeper

From battery-powered walk-behind floor sweepers to industrial rider sweepers, a dependable Tennant Floor Sweeper will help you keep your facility free of debris and dust. Choose the high-quality construction of Tennant sweepers, designed to stand up to the harshest — and handle the most delicate — environments. In addition to manufacturing top-tier machines and pioneering cleaning innovations, Tennant is your trusted partner for parts, supplies and service. Contact a Tennant representative for a live demonstration, help customizing a commercial floor sweeper with your exact features and specifications, and to see how Tennant will keep you cleaning consistently.

Whether you need a walk-behind sweeper for compact spaces or a ride-on sweeper for large areas, the Tennant brand stands for dependable, long-lasting machines with time-tested components. Take sweeping performance to the next level when you add on brushes, dust mops, and HEPA filters to customize the cleaning capabilities of these commercial and industrial sweepers.

S3 Manual Walk-Behind Sweeper
Quietly clean indoors and outdoors with the S3 Manual Walk-Behind Sweeper. Capture small and large debris in a single pass using Tennant’s innovative TwinMax™ sweeping technology with counter-rotating brushes, and clean faster with dual side brushes for a wider floor sweeping path. Save time and make fewer trips to the dumpster with the sweeper’s large hopper. Capture small and large debris with an overthrow brush and a direct-sweeping brush that rotate in opposite directions.

S9 Battery-Powered Walk-Behind Sweeper
Clean large indoor and outdoor areas quickly and easily with the S9 Battery-Powered Walk-Behind Rider Sweeper. Operators will appreciate the self-propelled operation of this walk-behind sweeper, and visitors will be impressed with your debris-free floors and walkways. Use this large battery-powered sweeper to cover more square footage faster and to reduce your total cost to clean.

Easily clean corners and edges without changing directions using fully adjustable dual side brushes — no tools required. Achieve an optimal clean in a single pass with a chevron bristle brush pattern and TwinMax™ technology, which uses twin counter-rotating brushes that combines overthrow and direct sweeping principles.

S20 Compact Ride-On Sweeper
Rely on the S20 Compact Ride-On Sweeper to deliver impressive performance — indoors or outdoors — even in harsh environments. Innovative Tennant technologies on the S20 reduce costs by extending run times, improving operator safety and simplifying maintenance. Help manage silica dust with our optional HEPA filtration system.

Get exceptional dust control with exclusive SweepMax® cyclonic filtration that removes most dust and moisture. Clean your filter from the inside out, dislodging dust particles from deep within the filter pleats, with the ShakeMax® 360 filter shaker.
Tennant Carpet machinery

Tennant has engineered dependable carpet cleaning machines and upholstery cleaners for every environment—from hand-held, portable spot extractors to ride-on dual technology extractors that perform interim and deep cleaning. In addition to manufacturing top-tier carpet extractors and pioneering cleaning innovations, Tennant is your trusted partner for parts, supplies and service. To see how Tennant will keep you consistently cleaning, contact a Tennant representative for a live demonstration or to customize a professional carpet cleaning machine with your exact features and specifications.

Every carpeted environment needs consistent care, including daily vacuuming and occasional deep extraction cleaning. Get fast-drying interim cleaning in high-traffic areas with walk-behind or ride-on industrial carpet cleaners and tackle touch-ups with a portable spot extractor. Trust Tennant’s dependable, long-lasting machines and time-tested components for all your carpet care needs.

Many Tennant carpet extractors and upholstery cleaners come with patented ReadySpace® technology. ReadySpace® removes soil before it becomes embedded, extending the life of the carpet and extending the time between deep cleanings. This breakthrough carpet cleaning technology leaves carpets clean, dry and ready for traffic in less than 30 minutes.

EX-SPOT-2 Portable Carpet Spot Extractor & Cleaner

Thoroughly clean small areas and conveniently prevent spots and small spills from becoming stains. Ideal for upholstery cleaning, auto detailing and other applications in tight areas. With a metal handle tool and optional metal floor tool, this portable spot carpet cleaner outlasts machines with plastic parts.

Clean almost anywhere with the lightweight Tennant EX-SPOT-2 Portable Carpet Extractor. Easily fill/empty the spotter in convenient locations. Extend your reach with the flexible 8 ft / 2.4 m solution hose. Get longer life from a durable metal hand tool and an optional metal floor tool. Enjoy the convenience of an optional rolling cart and detergent kit.

R3 Compact Carpet Extractor

Achieve beautifully clean, always-ready carpet spaces using the Tennant R3 Compact Carpet Extractor with ReadySpace® Rapid Drying Carpet Cleaning Technology. The R3 extractor quickly cleans small areas and reaches tight spaces with its ultra-low profile and compact design.

Clean in congested and hard-to-reach areas with forward and reverse cleaning and optional tools. Quietly operate the Tennant R3 carpet extractor in noise-sensitive environments with a sound level as low as 69 dBA. Easily pick up and empty the lift-off Hygenic® tanks, which feature ergonomic handles and a compact design. Alter the height of the R3 extractor’s Insta-Adjust™ handle for each operator or fold it down for convenient storage.

E5 Compact Low-Profile Carpet Extractor

Get a deep clean, even in hard-to-reach areas, with the Tennant E5 Compact Low-Profile Carpet Extractor. Easily maneuver around obstacles and under furniture with the low-profile design. Fully cleanable Hygienic® tanks reduce risk of mold, bacteria and odor for a healthier environment. This deep cleaning extractor adjusts to different carpet depths without tools and is easy to operate and maintain.

Clean hard-to-reach areas around and under objects like beds, desks and tables with this compact carpet cleaner’s low-profile design. Get maximum performance across entire cleaning path from dual overlapping spray jets and strong vacuum suction. Adjust to different carpet pile depths with unique double-tuft, float-adjust brush that requires no manual adjustment.
I-MOP XL
Revolutionary, flexible and powerful
The i-mop family cleans up to 70% faster than conventional wet mopping and up to 30% faster than conventional auto scrubbing. The i-mop and its ability to get right to the edge and under obstacles means a virtual elimination of manual operations that are required to supplement conventional machine scrubbing.

I-GUM machine
Dissolve gum in seconds The intelligent lance helps dissolve gum from surfaces at a rapid rate of 6 seconds. No need to barrier off areas. The backpack gives the operator complete freedom of movement allowing you to clean around people.

I-LIGHT
Charged with i-power 7, 9 or 14 batteries you can power your i-light 24/7. The i-light is great for illumination on the job. Fully equipped with the flexibility of a desk lamp, with an adjustable head & tripod, and the durability and strength of a construction light. Don’t spend your hours in the dark, turn on the i-light!
Tackle any surface, even those hard to clean areas like stairs or behind toilet bowls with the i-scrub 21B. With the telescopic pole, adjustable head and 360 degrees of free motion this machine can reach any area quickly and can be adjusted in a heartbeat to get any area clean.

I-VAC Family

Cleaning with a battery powered vacuum cleaner is a quick time saver. Unwinding, plugging in & out and rewinding takes 30 seconds every time. Cleaning a hotel with 20 rooms with the i-vac saves you 61 hours every year. Just put it on and start working non-stop

i-vac has surprised every user with its proven mobility, design and power. When operating i-vac cleaners feel complete freedom of movement. The ease of use and lightweight makes i-vac a favourite of many cleaners. Cleaners are happier, more engaged. Not to mention ensuring a cleaner, healthier environment.
General Floorcraft’s burnishers are the finest in the industry. Our high speed burnishers are expertly balanced for ideal full pad to floor contact. Our engineered exclusive adjustable wheel bracket is used to accomplish this.

The GFX Series features two durable models to choose from. This Heavy Duty machine strips, scrubs, cleans, polishes, buffs and shampoos like no other. It’s precision-balanced for easy operation and maneuverability. The perfect choice for cleaning and the maintenance professionals.

The GVS Series features three durable models to choose from. Simply vary the speed by the handy switch. 160 RPM’S up to 330 RPM’S. You can even vary the speed during operation! No one else can say that. Why buy two machines when the GVS will do.
Powr-Flite carpet extractors are available in a wide variety of sizes and power depending on the need and job type. Each is carefully assembled and tested by our team to ensure every carpet extractor stands up to the toughest cleaning jobs. All carpet extractors ship with power cords and hoses. Starter packs are also available which include power cords, hoses, and a wand.

The Powr-Dryer is a full-featured commercial dryer that boasts an impressive 3,800 feet per minute in air velocity. Even with all that power, the PDS1 still weighs in at only 22 lbs. and is compact enough to fit in closets and the back of vehicles with ease. Additionally, it has a low amp draw of only 4.4 amps, giving you the most airflow for a small amount of amps. Stop trading performance for price and get Powr-Flite’s updated Powr-Dryer!